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PDCA and DLI Maintain High
Service Standards for Members
Pivot has been the operative word for
businesses during the pandemic, and PDCA
and DLI have certainly done that!
Meeting in person has been impossible,
but the need for ideas, information and support has been greater than ever. DLI and
PDCA developed programs and activities to
help members cope with problems, and even
expand their businesses.

Communication
The weekly Zoom calls that DLI instituted allowed members to discuss problems and positive ideas with peers across
the country. Federal assistance, loans, new services to help make
up for the loss of volume and promotional ideas were talked
about. Members freely shared their insights and problems. They
continue to do so weekly. Check your email each week for login
information.

could develop this critical skill without having to be away from work or home.”
“The pandemic hit our industry
hard,” he continued. “In our school’s 94year history, we were only closed one other
time — during World War II. With this
course, we offered in-depth, virtual, live
training. Demand was very high for this
course and we purposely kept the class size
small so we could address any issues that
might come up... but there really weren’t any problems.”
A second offering of the course is scheduled to start on July
13. In addition to offering a new virtual spotting class, DLI deContinued on page 2

Education: A New Era in DLI Training
DLI courses may have been interrupted due to the pandemic, but that did not stop the Institute from offering courses.
Recently, 18 students completed the association’s first-ever Virtual Stain Removal Course. DLI’s School of Drycleaning Technology retooled the course to work in an online-only format
and added extra flexibility to help students succeed in the
course.
“Convenience was a huge factor for the students,” said
Brian Johnson, DLI’s director of education and training. “The
students loved it because they didn’t have to leave their jobs
and families to come to the school. With the online course they

DLI offered its first-ever Virtural Stain Removal course in
May (pictured above). A second session is scheduled to take
place from July 13 to August 3.

Cleaners Facing Supply Shortages
COVID added an additional business problem for
drycleaners. On top of the loss of business last year, cleaners
are now facing a shortage in their supply chain.
Cleaning chemicals, poly material and hangers are all in
short supply. Shutdowns caused dwindling supplies of the basics that cleaners need. In addition, ocean freighters were
forced to stay in dock, so imported items like hangers did not
arrive.
Hangers are particularly impacted because there is only
one American manufacturer left, M & B Hangers. In addi-

tion, although poly is being manufactured, large quantities
are used for wrapping online packaging that became the norm
during the pandemic.
The scarcity has been combined with other increased
costs that local suppliers must pay.
Drycleaners should pay careful attention to their inventory and not be surprised if their supplier offers a substitute
for what they usually order. Suppliers are asking for patience,
and that cleaners order normal amounts, and not excessively
stockpile materials.
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Notable Achievement
Congratulations to our member company, Balfurd Cleaners, for meeting the standards to belong to the group America’s Best Cleaners. PDCA Board Member
Monika Manter and her father, Bob Fogelsanger, are the fourth and third generation
running this family company.

Board Zoom Meetings
During the pandemic, the PDCA board meetings were on Zoom. There was high
participation and lively discussions. Meeting that way allowed members to avoid
travel, save time and money, while still accomplishing all of the necessary business.
Although, board members missed the social aspects of being together, they felt that
continuing to meet remotely is still the wisest way to serve PDCA. The next meeting will be on Wednesday, Sept. 8 at 7 p.m. Members are invited to participate.

PDCA and DLI Maintain
High Service Standards
Continued from page 1
veloped an extensive series of training and management seminars and programs.
These sessions have been recorded and are available for members to watch at their
convenience. Many can be used for employee training.
Since traditional education was not possible, PDCA and DLI produced videos
for members to watch on demand. PDCA’s videos are available on our website, pdclean.org.

PDCA Expo
Our biennial Drycleaning & Laundry Expo has been an important feature of
our association for many years. In order to provide our members and others with the
opportunities to find fresh ideas, help their businesses to grow, and update them on
new techniques and products, we joined forces with our sister east coast associations,
NEFA and SEFA. We produced the highly successful FallFest EXPO and SpringFest
EXPO, both on Zoom. Coming up next will be the FallFest EXPO, scheduled for
Nov. 10-12, 2021. Look for details when the time is closer.

Legislative Update
Minimum Wage Increase
Our legislative watchdog, Bob Stewart, is tracking the attempts to raise the
Pennsylvania minimum wage. More legislators are expressing favor in raising
the rate to $10 per hour, but there seems to be no interest in going to $15.
Nothing has come up yet for serious discussion. Currently, the minimum wage
for the state of Pennsylvania is $7.25 per hour.
Back to Work Legislation
A bill has been introducted to phase out Pennsylanvia’s participation in the
federal unemployment programs that are paying bonuses to unemployment
claimants. Instead, the legislation will provide an incentive for those who
promptly discontinue their claims to accept and maintain employment. The
Back-to-Work Bonus Program will provide a $300 bonus for former claimants
who work four consecutive weeks of work.
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Cross-training and Efficiency Can Help Alleviate Labor Crisis
Well, this is my first column since the mask
mandate was lifted. Attitudes are changing
for the better as people feel more confident
to do business face to face.
I have seen several customers who took a
year off from visiting the cleaners. Overall, I
Steve Stevenson
have noticed an increase in volume and foot
traffic.
More volume is great, but you still have to turn it. All steps
in handling an order — order entry, cleaning, finishing, packaging and customer pickup/delivery — require labor. Labor is
scarce and getting costlier.
Even if you can find it, the cost may be prohibitive. A combination of technology, cross-training and time management
across the steps above can help you get more out of the labor
you have. Below are some suggestions:
Order/Entry. Use technology as much as possible. Bar code
scanners and interactive invoice templates can help. Audit your
tagging system. Is there a better way? Everyone is potentially a
counter clerk.
Cleaning/Finishing. Re-evaluate run times. Laundering

items (as permitted by care label) can be done without having
to fire the boiler, etc. Cross train everyone. There can no longer
be a counter vs. production distinction. Everyone is potentially
a production worker.
Packaging. Use cross training again here. Everyone should
know how to bag an order, box a shirt, etc.
Customer Pickup/Delivery. Everyone has the potential to
be a counter person. Transaction time at the counter should be
kept to a minimum. If you offer pickup and delivery and can
convert customers to that service, it frees up time inside the
shop.
Tapping Into Unconventional Talent Pools
Companies are looking beyond the pool of graduating students to recruit blue collar workers. Boeing hires thousands of
ex-convicts looking to re-enter the workforce.
Manufacturing companies are also partnering with organizations that cater to veterans and minorities.
Blacksmith International, an apparel manufacturing company,
has started a pilot program that retrains Utah residents who have
been hit hard by layoffs in the coal industry.
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On a beautiful, warm summer day, I am sitting at my desk reflecting on what has been, to
say the least, a very difficult and sad 16 months
that we have just endured as a country. It is my
fervent wish that you and your families have
come through this pandemic safe and healthy.
We are now entering a time that some are
calling the “New Normal.” Does anyone know
Mark Pollock what that means? I sure don’t! What I do know
is that our customers are slowing starting to return. Industry
numbers show volume is approximately 60 to 70% of where it
was pre-COVID. Is your company prepared for what is coming?
Labor issues seem to be leading the list of problems we are
dealing with. We can argue over the reasons behind this, but the
reality is that many of us are scrambling to cover positions that we
can’t seem to fill.
Personally, I’ve had to cover routes because we can’t find
someone to fill a delivery person position.
Are you finding difficulties in obtaining supplies, especially
hangers. When you do get them, costs are sky high! Perhaps you
should consider a price increase at your counter and on your
routes to compensate.
I know that I am sounding like the bearer of “gloom and
doom.” However, we as an industry have been through similarly

difficult times before and survived as a stronger group.
I truly believe the labor squeeze will start to dissipate in the
Fall. Supply chain issues will lessen as more companies upgrade
production. Those of us who plan in a smart way and implement
those plans correctly will survive. Those who don’t are destined
to fail. The choice is yours.
If I can be of any assistance, please contact me by phone at
(267) 701-6045 or by email at mark@mysignaturecleaners.com.
Be safe and well.

DLI’s Library of Webinars
DLI has amassed a very large library of webinars. Topics include Diversification, Maintenance, Management, Production, Finishing, Stain Removal, and Business Sales and
Acquisitions. For a complete list, log in to DLIonline.org
and go to the Members Only section. Some of the webinar
topics in DLI’s library include:
Wash-dry-fold, including a panel discussion by successful users • Cleaning wedding gowns and other specialized
items • FaceBook marketing • Tailoring
Smoke and fire restoration • Drycleaning machine
maintenance • Boiler maintenance • How networking can
help your business • Computer system security • Supply
chain disruptions • OSHA injury and illness reporting
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The process to talent acquistion
Peter Blake serves as executive director for
NEFA, SEFA and MAC and is a columnist
for National Clothesline
Nationwide, small businesses are facing
the same obstacle: lack of help and inability
to fully staff their operations. Restaurants, retail
stores and other service
businesses are competing
Peter Blake
for the same labor pool.
We were facing this same problem before
the pandemic, and now it is even worse.
There are a great many reasons we can point
to: FFMLA, government assistance, federal
unemployment subsidies, lack of childcare
services, remote schooling, fear of COVID,
and the list goes on. It is a perfect storm of obstacles to re-energizing the workforce.
It is becoming harder and harder to find people, and even
more difficult to hire the right people to fit into your team.
Every business owner needs to be in a constant state of “talent
acquisition.” You can never feel that you are fully staffed, because at the worst possible moment, you will lose a key person
and you are back at square one. If you need one person, try to
hire two.
In the long run being a little overstaffed will always cost less
than being caught understaffed. If you have extra
personnel, you can always transition weaker team
members to different jobs, or realize they are not a right
fit and help them find something better suited for them.
There is no magic bullet. I am sure you are all using
message boards, Indeed, ZipRecruiter, Monster.com,
Craigslist and others. You have to be quick, attentive,
responsive and decisive. Everyone is using these tools

and the competition is fierce. Do not just rely on putting an ad
on those message services and expect a great return. You must
be the aggressor and search for candidates who actively update
their information. You need to go find them. By the time they
see your ad, it may be too late.
To really be successful, however, you need to
step outside the normal everyday tools and constantly be a “talent agent.” You must be on the
lookout for the type of people you want to build
your staff. When you are out at a restaurant and
get exceptional service, maybe leave a business
card with their tip letting them know if they ever
consider a career shift, you are always looking for
team members. Retail stores, service technicians,
home delivery people are all viable candidates for
you to be on the lookout for. Any place you encounter the types of people you wish you had working for you —
it is OK to put a lead out there.
Over the past year, many great employees have been kept
working, but their hours have been cut. Do not be afraid to approach people with potential and offer them supplemental
hours. Retail stores and restaurants are great resources. Let the
prospective hire know that if they need more hours, you may
have some flexible hours you can give them.
We often talk about networking for sales, but you can also do
it for employees. Maybe you know another company that is struggling to give their employees the hours they need. Let
them know you may be able to help the employee recover the lost time. You can work out an employee sharing program if neither business needs full-time people.
Do you have some strong staff members? Ask them
for referrals. Offer to pay referral bonuses if the employee works out. Incentivize them to help you build
your staff. Have you thought of your customers?
They already know and like your business, or they
would not be customers.
% 1/.-(0)*,.+0&!.1/
It is OK to let them know through your email service, texting, or even Facebook and social media that you are looking to
)(-1,1/"'0#*-01++0$,.1/
add assets to your team. You may be surprised what you find.
LW)9B$HHBHHHW<H97W@VSUTNW>UNVM
Kids graduating high school looking for options or stay-atLW>SQPRDWAQURKWTRWGPC5UOSW4UQ"VS
home moms and dads whose kids are off to college and they are
LWEUCTNIWP8RMWUNNWAT.W@VUNWVMSUSV
thinking about re-entering the workforce. The best candidates
LW?QP3TSU+NVBW4USFQVBWDQP8TRDWAT.
can often come from unlikely connections.
LW5OPCTRDW:UMSVQRWJTPWGTSI
The reality of today is that job applicants have many choices.
With minimum wage continuing to rise and corporate pay strucLW FDVWEUOTNTSTVMW@VTR=VMSCVRSM
tures in restaurants and fast-food businesses continuing to escaLW4PKVQRWEFNNIWUFSPCUSVKW?NURS
late, you need to set yourself apart. The days of posting an ad,
LWGP=TKW@VOP=VQIW,H1W2W0RKFMSQI
getting 30 applicants, and having your choice of employee are
LWGPRSURSW?QP3TSW;W>SU+NVW!QP8SJ
gone.
LWETRUROTRDW6=UTNW3PQW>SQPRDWAFIVQ
Why aren’t they showing up for the interviews? There are
LW<&12?QPKFOSTPRWGU5UOTSIW6=UTN
probably several answers including: really don’t want a job, alLWAFIVQWETRKVQ'MWEVVW?UTKWPRW>UNV
ready took another position, and have already decided against taking your position. I think these three are the most likely.
If they don’t really want to work or are only answering job
GPRSUOSW@TOJUQKW:JQVRQVTOJBWE;GA0
postings
to prove to unemployment they are looking, you can’t
:JQVRQVTOJW*W6MMPOTUSVMBW//G
do anything about that. Trust me, you will not want them any@TOJUQK#:JQVRUMMPO(OPC
way. Like I said before, you cannot hesitate or the qualified apContinued on page 8
,H9;7<-;7<-%
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The process to talent acquistion
Continued from page 8
plicants will be grabbed up. You must be flexible when scheduling phone and/or physical interviews. You need to be proactive with your reputation.
As soon as an applicant is approached by a company, it is so
easy to check them out on social media, Yelp, etc. When people have choices, they will gravitate to businesses they trust, believe in, and want to work for. Make sure your Yelp and Google

Reviews are good, and you are responsive.
When working on your social media pages, highlight your
employees. Stress their longevity. Feature ones who have been
promoted. Highlight activities you have done with your staff.
When you demonstrate the value of your team members publicly,
you are showcasing your work culture. When people are trying to
decide to work for a company, these will all play a factor.

New PDCA Benefit Can Save Costs
PDCA and Service First Processing have put together a special members only program that can reduce the cost of credit card processing, while improving the level of
service and support. In addition to
low processing fees, members can receive an annual 20% rebate on the net
processing revenue the SFP generates
from their accounts.
The company will provide free loaner equipment, free enhanced online reporting
and a dedicated help line for PDCA members. PDCA board members have tested the
program and have seen considerable savings. For details and information on how the
program can benefit your company, go to https://www.sfprocessing.com/PDCA or call
(855) 632-9862.
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support group
The following allied tradespeople support PDCA as Associate Members. Show your appreciation by supporting them.
Adco-R.R. Street
Mike Tirpok, 610-442-7664
www.4streets.com
A.L. Wilson Chemical Co.
Bob Edwards, 201-741-010
www.alwilson.com
Cleaners Supply
Crystal Granish, 607-775-7905
www.cleanersupply.com
Columbia-ILSA Machines
Stephen Langiulli, 631-293-7571
www.columbiailsa.com
Commercial-Industrial Laundry
Services (CILS)
Anthony Mohl, 888-820-2457
www.cils-inc.com
E.J. Thomas Co.
Ryan Aguglia, 724-816-5377
www.ejthomascompany.com
Enviroforensics
Joe Miller, 317-972-7870
www.enviroforensics.com
EZ Products International
Diane Rue, 877-906-1818
www.ezpi.us

FM Supply Inc.
Todd McKenna, 610-444-1412
www.fmsupply4u.com
Firbimatic
Darrin Haiges, 815-338-2355
www.firbimaticusa.com
Forenta
Craig Forsey, 423-586-5370
www.forentausa.com
Frankford Machinery, Inc.
Nick Kashkashian, Jr., Ron Kashkashian,
215-289-3434
www.frankfordonline.com
Fulton Boiler
Mike McLean, 315-298-5121
www.fulton.com
Irving Weber Associates, Inc.
Adam C. Weber, 800-243-1811
www.iwains.com
JCZ Training and Consulting
Jane Zellers, 717-507-4607
www.janezellers.com
Kreussler Chemical
Tom McAllister, 610-585-5390
www.kreussler.com
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Laundry Owners Mutual
Blaine Meixner, 800-590-4404
www.lom1915.com
Moore Services Inc
Jerry Moore, 800-941-6673
www.mooreservices.info
PAC Industries Inc.
Joseph J. Leo, 717-657-0407
www.pacindustries.com
The Route Pro
James Peuster, 877-377-6883 ext. 2
www.theroutepro.com
Sankosha
Bill Odorizzi, 847-427-9120
www.sankosha-inc.com
Sunshine Leather
Jeff Schwegmann, 800-232-0792
www.sunshinecleaners.com
Union Drycleaning Products
Vic Williams, 404-363-8699
www.uniondc.com
United Wire Hanger Corp.
Peter Goldman, 201-288-4540
www.unitedwirehanger.com

